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ST'MMARY

Three methods for predicting air age and al¡ change efficiency in ventilated loorüs arc

developed and comparcd. They are: a transient nutlwd in which a time{ependent
concentration equation is solvediasteaiystote netlndnwhich asæady-stateGquôtion of
air age is solvediandapanicl¿q¡urkerttuihodln. which panicles are Eacked oxplicitly, In
lhe fi¡st two methods, a multigrid æchnique is used to solve the discreæ ptoblems. The

methods a¡e used to calculate the air change effrciency in a test mom. The cålct¡lâtód ttsul¡s
are compaled with measure¡l d¿ta lt is shown that the first two methods arc the most

efficientandreliable forpredlcüng the local mean agcs ofindoor¡lt, and the thi¡dmctltod is

the most efücient and reliable for predicting df chügo efüclenoy.
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INTRODUCTION

The success of a ventilation design can be assessed in terms of air change eficiency and

ventilation effectiveness [4]. Air change effrciency is a measure of how effectively the

ai¡ in a room is replaced by fresh ai¡ from the ventilation system ; ventilation effectiveness is

a measure of how quickly a contaminant is removed ftom the room. They are both

important factors in ventilation design. Only the airchange efficiency and the relaæd local
mean age of the ai¡ a¡e considered in this paper, but most of the methods developed and

discussed can be used to find the ventilation effectiveness, In general, two procedures are

available, an experimental and a numerical. The air change effrciency can be estimaæd in
an existing building by measuring the concentration changes from a particular pollutant

source within a room. If the pouutant source is not known, the age of the air can be found by

using tracer gas.

Tracer gas is used because lhe measurement of ai¡ flow is æchnically dif ficult and

expensive. The local mean age distribution has be¿n experimentolly investigaæd by

Sandberg [5]. A simple uacer gas method has been suggested by Roulet et al [6] to map the

mean age distribution of air in I room. Davidson and Olsson [7] claim that numerical

calculations give a more detailed picture of the age distribution than experiments do. The

common procedures used in the experiment (stefup or ste¡down) can also be used in
numerical methods. Davidson and Olsson [7] and Fon¡aine et al [8] have successfully used

a steflown approach to calculate the age distribution in ventilaæd rq)ms.

The purpose herc is threefold: to describe a fast numerical method for predicting air

velocity; to describe a compuùational method to speed up the conventional approach; and to

develop a new method for predicting the air change efüciency.
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One major disadvantage of the conventional numerical algorithms, like the SIMPLE and

MAC methods commonly used to simulate the indoor airflow, is their slow convergence
rate. The finer the grid, the slower the convergence. This difficulty could be reduced by
using acceleration techniques such as the multigrid method. These have not yet been r+,idely

used in indoor airflow simulation. In this article, the multigrid (MG) proce<lu¡e for
turbulent flows [9] and with local grid refinements [9,10], are used to simulate the indoor
airflow. The MG method is an iterative procedure which ideally has a grid-independent
convergence rate. Local grid refinements make it possible to resolve large gradients in the
flow field without influencing the convergence rate of the MG scheme.

The conventional sæ¡down method is a time{ependent solution of the advection-
diffusion equation for a passive contaminant Standard single-grid methods use constant or
variable time sæps, but all the computations are done on one fine spatial grid. For accuracy,
it is unnecessary to use such a fine grid globally. Furttrermore, the convergence of standard
iterative methods is slower on fine grids than on coarse ones. The accurate solution of
time{ependentflowproblemswith such methods is veryexpensive [11].In this article, the
multigrid method is used to speed up the prediction of the concentration as functions of
space and time in ventilated rooms.

In the following sections, the locat age and air change efficiency are discussed. The
multigrid with a local grid-refined simulation of turbulent indoor ai¡flow is described.
Three new procedures a¡e introduced: the ransient MG method, the sæady state MG
method and the particle ma¡ker method. An example is used to compare and evaluate these
methods.

LOCAL MEAN AGE AND AIR CHANGE EFFICIENCY

The air change efficiency, q, is a measurc of how effectively the air in a room is replaced bv
fresh ai¡ from the ventilation systcm. A value of 0.5 (50%) indicaæs a fully mixed
ventilation, and a value of 1.0 (100%) represents a plug flow (or a unidirectional flow). The
local air change index, g, shows how quickly the ai¡ at a point P is rcplaced. g and g are
defined as:

..= t00å= t*#
e"= roof Ø)

The local mean age of air is dehned as the average time for air to travel from the inlet to any
point P in the room:

-
I t'nÁ¡a

l2=L (3)

!n^'*
The mean age of the air at point P can be found from the cenroid of the frequency
distribution curve. The rnean age ofthe room air is defined as the average ofthe local mean
ages for all points in a room [2]: i

(%) (l)

(2)
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(4)

There a¡e fhree main methods for finding the local and room mean ages of air: the pulse

method, the tracer ste¡up method and the tracær decay method. Va¡ious equations for the

local mean age and room mean age have been derived [12].

With a steFown method, the local mean age is found from:

(5)

The mean age of the room air, <õ, can be calculated either from the average room

concentration, <c(r)>, or from the exhaust concent¡ation, Q(t):

(6)

,r=j

qr2 = ïlw

I rc,oa
<l> =-

I c,(t)dr

cr() 

^c(0)

=l#^<f>

Q)

The above definitions illustraæ the following:

I ) The local mean age of air at a point P depends on lhe concentration changes at the point"

2) The average age of room ai¡ can be found from the local mean age field, from the average

concentration changes in the room, and from the exhaust-inlet concentration changes.

Only the exhaust-inlet concentrations can easily be measured; The local and room mean

ages, îp and <c>, can þ more easily calculaæd than measured. 
:;

3) Tracer decay methods can be visualized as sarting from a uniform conc¿ntration of
passive contâ¡ninants at time r = 0 or a uniform disribution of particles in various

computational cells. All particles start to move at time t = 0. The number of particles

passingthrough the exhaustoutletisameas¡¡re of the conoentralion attheoutlet Soparticle

numbers can be used to find the air change efficiency.

4) The local mean age and the mean age of room air are quantities that involve conoen-

trations int€g[sted from tirne f = 0 to t = @. with no conta¡ninant generation, the, t

concentration can be found from:

#*,#*"$*nfr =*ri,þt.,!rr3rY¡r-*rirþ't (s)

For equation (8), the boundary condition at the walls is dcldr¡ = 0, at the inlet c = 0' and at the

outlef dcldy = 0. The initial condition is cl¿yz) = c¡, which is a homogeneous conoentration

of contaminanl
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According to Sandberg [13,14], an equation forfinding the local nean age can be obtained

either by inægrating equation (8) from r = 0 ro r = æ (for the sæpup and decay methods),

or by multiplying equation (8) by I and tlren inægrating from r = 0 to r = æ (pulse method):

u9,*n!*nT =*rfrg;t.*rfryrrll'*rfri,u-r (e)ðxòyd
The boundary conditions are obtained as follows: at the inlet, it is assumed that there is no
diffusion against the convective flow and r¡n = 0; at the outleç frldy =0 because dcldy = 0.
The boundary conditions at walls are obtained f¡om dcldr¡ = 0:

a'lãdt
.*=0

dn

ðgu¡ . ðpu¡u¡ ôp ð-il--õi=-d* 
ðr,

#.#=*[f,å]."."-*
YrÍ 

W = *[t çs] + c,,3*ç + o1 - ç uÇ

+.+=*[fçt:].o

to=tt+îc,-ï =r*r, " ="(#.#)# o =pr,l#

of
tt_=0
ðn

(10)

Equation (10) provides a sæady-state numerical method for determining the local mean
age, the room mean age, and the air change effrciency.

MULTIGRID SOLUTION FOR TURBT'LENT INDOOR AIRFLOW

To find the local mean age or air-+hange efficiency, the indoor flow field must be
determined. It can be obøined both experimentally and numerically. Here, a multigrid
prediction of the orbulent airflow field is described.

Governing Equaüons

The indoor airflow code ventAi¡tr tl5,l6l solves the unsteady, Reynolds-averaged,
Navier-Stokes equations, along with the t-e model for closure. The equations can be
written in the following conservation forms:

Tl=o (r)
ð.ç

(t2)

1r3)

(14)

(15)

where

JL= o
cP

C te=1.4 Czel.92 or=1.0 oe=1.3 op=0.09 o0{.9
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In general p = p(0), ttrhen the Boussinesq approximation is used, P = Pn1, where po¡ is the

reference density. Then the buoyancy term in the momenn¡m equalion is replaced by (p -
Pr.Ðg,.

All the variables arc given for the supply inlets. The & and e values ar€ deærmined either by

meas¡¡ement or from an empirical formula- A zeregradient condition applies to the

exhaustoutlets. Atplanesof symmetry, the normal gradientis zeroforall quantities, and the

normal velocity components and scalar fluxes a¡e zero. At a wall boundary, Dirichlet

boundary conditions are used, which are based on the wall functions.

Soludon Procedure

In the VentAirtr code [6], the physical domain is described by a global uniform

rectângular mesh. The diffusive terms are approximaæd by the central difference scheme.

The convective terms are approximated by fhe hybrid, centraVupwind, difference scheme.

The multi-grid (MG) procedure by Bai and Fuchs [9] is used. A four-level, V+ycle,
multigrid, nodal conñguration is shown in Fig. l. The main ingredients of the MG method

are the smoothing procedure, and the restriction and the prolongation operators. The

restriction is achieved by volume averaging, and the prolongation by trilinear inærpolation

tl7l. The Distributive4auss-Seidel (DGS) method is used to decouple the discreæ

continuityand momentum equations. The Symmeric Successive PointRelaxation (SSPR)

method has been used as a smoother.

Q *on",on f}"-ronuon

e

levcl
4

lcvcl
3

hvcl
2

lcvcl
tFour lcvcl

V.<ycle

Fig. 1. A four-level, V{ycle, multigrid, nodal configuration'
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The larger-gradient region can be resolved by other grids, such as uniform fine grids and

non-uniform grids (Fig. 2). It is impractical to use uniformly fine grids, because of
computer memory limitations and high computational costs. Both uniformly fine grids and

non-uniform grids introduce f,rne grids at parts of the domain wherc they a¡e not needed. In
addition, for non-uniform grids, the details of the solution when the grid is generated must
be known in advance, and additional storage (e.g. the locations of nodes) is needed. The
MG scheme can be extended to include the local grid refinement lilith this æchnique,
developed by Fuchs [0], new suFgrids are introduced where the estimated truncation
error is too large. The new local grids form new higher levels in the hierarchy of grids.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. (a) nonuniform grid; (b) local refined grid.
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The solution given here is obtained from a four- to six+rder+f-magnitude reduction in

the L2-norm of the rcsidual, defined in [16], f¡om its maximum value.

FAST PROCEDURE FOR PREDICTING
AGE AND AIR CHANGE EFT'ICIENCY

Ttansient Method

The flow field obtained numerically or experimentally can be used to calculate the local

mean age and air change efüciency in various ways. The same procedure as the tfacer gas

experiment can be chosen, i.e. introduce passive contaminants and use a ste¡up, steF
down or pulse method. Only steplown will be discussed here, but the technique is valid for
other methods.

Equation (8) which wilt be solved is linear, since the conta¡ninant is dynamically passive.

This means that the velocity field and the diffusion coefficient field for the concentration

equation are fixed. The decay of concentration is recorded at the points $,here the local age

is to be found.

The concenEation equation is approximated by using the central difference scheme, except

in the convective term of equation (8) where the hybrid difference scheme is used. The time

ærm is approximaæd by a Crank-Nicolson-like scheme:

¿.t-¿ I I

aL+;cù+;cr'=o (16)

where CD refers to the convection{iffusion ærms using the above mentioned difference
schemes. In each time step, the spatial problem is solved by an inner MG solver, as before.

Steady-State Method

There is no experimental method that corresponds to this numerical method. The method

solves the steady-staæ equation of the local mean age. In theory, this method is superior to

the transientmethod, since a time accurate solution of atime{ependentequation generally

takes longer. The sa¡ne difference schemes as before üe used, except no time term is

involved. The discreæ equation is solved by the pseudetime marching, steady-MG

method [9].

Partctç'Marker Method

This is similar to the transient method, but passive particles are used. Homogeneous

particles startmoving in thecomputationaldomain, e.g. one particle ineach cellc¿ntre. The

velocity of a particle at a point can be obtained as:

up= ui È Vi+uf (17)

Here the di¡ections of l¡ ', l¡' and w¡' can be sampled by a random number generator. The

magnitudes of u', v' and w' are assumed to be isotropic and can be obtained as:

J7=l-v"=l-n''= 14 (18)
v3
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The position of the particle can be calculaæd by a trajectory equation:

ù,
dt =vP

ù.;
ã=n, (l9)

¡ = 4+ Nu¿ y = ys+ 

^tvp 
2= 7a+ Atw,

$,here 
^t 

S min (LÍlup, Ãylvo, Lzlwp), and 
^r, 

Ly, Áz are the c¿ll sizes.

T\rro sioations can occur at the room boundaries: if a particle reaches the ouüet, it is
recorded; if it reaches the walls or the inlet" it rcturns. Here no back diffusion at inlet is
assumed.

Inpractice,the fluctuatingvelocity, uj', can probably beneglecæd. Considering convection
alone gives quite reasonable results from an engineering point of view. If only the air
change efficiency is needed, the particle-marker method is an economical choice.

EXAMPLE

To evaluate these numerical methods, the calculations are performed for an isothermal flow
in a ventilated room of 5x5x+m3 6ig. 3). The supply air ærminal is mounæd centrally in a
side wall with a diffuser Çet killer) to disperse the incoming air radially. The exhaust ai¡
ærminal is placæd on the opposit€ $,all. This system has been tested and the experimental
results for air change effrciency are available [18].

dr,i

ã="
(n)

t

IOO tñ rd

JK

\

Fig. 3. The ventilated room (f¡om utl)
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Local Grld Refinement

Local grid refinement is used to refine the details of both geometry and physics at the inler
The calculations have been performed for va¡ious geometries to investigate the effect of the

jet killer on the flow field. Fig. L5 show that the velocity profúes at a vertical mid-plane.
The air spreads out in a layer over the inlet wall and ci¡culations are formed at lhe corners.

The results agree well with the primary smoke test I l9J. The grids used are the finest global

mesh of 22*22*20 points and local rehned mesh of 22*26*32 poinfs. The rrbntAirtr code

shows a much faster convergence than corresponding single-grid methods for this
isothermal problem.

Air Change Eflidency

The room in Fig. 3 is described with a global mesh of 50*50*50 points. The concentrations
and particle number changes at the exhaust are comparcd in Fig. ó-7 for a specific flow rate

of I and in Figs. 8-9 for a specific flow rate of 4. The measured and calculated air change
efficiencies a¡e shown in Table 1.

(c)

(b)

Fig. 4. Simulaæd flow fields for jet kills¡ gse¡stry No. 1. (a) geometry at vertical
mid-plane; (b) flow with local refined gridc (c) flow with global grids.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

Fig. 5. Simulaæd flow fields for jet killer geometry No. 2. (a) geomerry at vertical
mid-plane; (b) flow with local refined grids; (c) flow with global grids.
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Fig. 6. Measured and calculaæd concentration changes at the exhaust outlet with a specific
flow rate of l.
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Fig. 7. Calculated concentration changes at the exhaust outlet with a specific flow rate of l.
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Fig. 8. Measured and calculaæd concentration changes at the exhaust outlet with a specifrc
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Table l. Measurcd and calculaæd air change efhciency

Specif,rc Flow Raæ
Method

I 4

Measurement

Transient method

Steady-state method

Particle-marker method

0.s9

0.57

0.57

0.58

0.58

0.53

0.53

0.55

The transient and sæady-state methods give identical resul¡s. The steady-state method is

generally fasær than the transient method (in the example, about five times fasær). The
particle-marker method ha.s the advantage of being easily implemented, and is almost as

fast as the steady-state method when the number of particles generated equals the number

of grids. The number of particles generated determines both computational cost and

accuracy.

No. of partides dimensionless concenFadon
2.500 1,2

2.000

0,8

1.500

0,6

1.000
0,4

500 o2

o 0
0 1.000 2.000 3 000 4.000 5.000

dme (s)

Fig. 9. Calculated conc€ntration changes at the exhaust outlet s,ith a specific flow ¡ate of 4.

- 
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CONCLUSIONS

Th¡ee numerical methods for predicting air age and ai¡ change effrciency in ventilaæd

rooms are developed and evaluated. These include a transient method in which a time-
dependent concentration equation is solved, a steady-state method in which a steady

state-€quation of ai¡ age is solved, and a particle-marker method, in which no partial

differential equation is involved. In the fint rwo methods, a multigrid method is used. An

efficient multigrid prediction of turbulent indoor airflow is also suggested, which provides

the air velocity and turbulent effective viscosity fields to predict air age. Numerical

evaluations for a test room show that the flrst two methods a¡e efficient and reliable for
predicting the local mean age of the indoor ai¡, and the thi¡d method is efhcient and reliable

for predicting air change efficiency. The methods have not been evaluated in non-
isothermal ventilaæd room and need to be investigated.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

Ap(t)

c

crG)
c(0)
q
Cþ, Cæ

8i
k
n
p
o
t
u
-u¡

ui
uP

v
w

v
p

e

e

Yq
p

frequency function for air a¡riving at point P
concentration

conc€ntration of tracer at point P after time l
initial concentration in the room

heat capacity of constant pressuf€

constants in n¡rbulence model
gravitational acceleration in direction ¡
turbulent kinetic energy

axis normal to surface

pressur€

internal heat generation rate

time
velocity in ¡{irection
mean velocity of air in ith cell

flucoating velocity in ith cell
particle velocity at point P
velocity in y{irection
velocity in z{irection
room volume

expansion coefficient

dissipation rate of turbulence

tempefstuf€

sum of the kinematic laminar viscosity p and kinematic turbulent viscosity ¡4

density
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crc turbulent Frandtl number for concentration

or turbulent Prancltl number for turbulent kinetic energy

oe turbulent Prandtl number for dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy

og turbulent Prandtl number for dissipation of turbulent kinetic enegy

o1 turbulent Prandtl number for age of air

ip local mean age of air at point P

h nominal time constant

ç air change time
<ã> mean age of the room ai¡
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